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ABSTRACT 
Events are consciously planned happenings designed for patrons’ 

enjoyment and to achieve the goals of the organizers. An event contributes to 

a city’s tourism industry, is a unique happening, occurs infrequently, and is of 

a limited duration. Regardless of whether the event is corporate or social in 

nature, it needs promotion to attract attendees and sponsors.  

The Roswell UFO Festival is an annual special event in Roswell, New 

Mexico and served as the testing site for this study. Festival organizers used 

national, regional, and local advertising and promotions to create awareness 

about the Festival. Television, radio, print/flyers, magazine, newspaper, and 

online marketing tactics were used.  

 This study sought to (1) determine whether perception was affected by 

prior encounters with promotional materials and the accuracy of the portrayal 

of the event and its activities and entertainment, (2) establish which media 

source influenced attendees’ decision to attend the Festival, (3) determine 

which media source promoting the Festival was most frequently encountered 

by attendees, (4) and demographic differences in relation to overall event 

satisfaction. The results showed that promotions influence the decision to 

attend an event and attendees’ perception of an event. Patrons ‘like” Internet 

promotions and rely heavily on word of mouth marketing techniques. 

Television and print media are still an effective advertising buy. Additionally, 

demographic differences do not have an effect on event perception.   
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 “An event is a unique moment in time celebrated with ceremony and 

ritual to satisfy specific needs” (Getz, 1997). Events are consciously planned 

and executed to achieve social, cultural, and corporate goals and objectives, 

or to commemorate special occasions (Allen, O’Toole, McDonnell, & Harris, 

2002). The use of events as a marketing tool is also an ever-increasing 

method aimed at promoting brand awareness, brand image, and many other 

goals that were traditionally reserved for advertising and public relations. 

Likewise, many cities across the country are using public special events to 

grow their local tourism industries.  “Public special events are those staffed for 

the enjoyment of all persons (locals and non-locals) regardless of whether 

attendees are required to pay or not” (Koh & Jackson, 2006).  

Public special events happen infrequently and are a chance for patrons 

to do something that is out of the ordinary, something they cannot do every 

day (Getz, 1997).  Authors Jago and Shaw characterize a special event as 

having six attributes: (1) the event attracts tourists and contributes to tourism 

development, (2) the event is of limited duration, (3) it is an infrequent 

occurrence, (4) the event raises awareness of a particular region, (5) it is a 

social experience, and (6) it is out of the ordinary (Jago & Shaw, 1998). An 

example of a regional public special event is the annual Roswell UFO Festival, 

a tourism event generating millions of dollars each year. A regional public 
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special event generates higher revenues than local public special events and 

marketing is generally done beyond the local host community (Allen et al., 

2002). The Roswell tourism event is an excellent example of national, regional 

and local marketing, and will serve as the data collection facility for this study.  

When planning an event, especially a public special event, generating 

interest is one of the hardest tasks an event coordinator will undertake. 

According to Getz (1997), an attendee has to view the event as “an 

opportunity for a leisure, social, or cultural experience outside the normal 

range of choices or beyond everyday experience,” and should be marketed as 

such. Marketing and promotions serve as the primary tools in attracting 

interest in an event, and therefore serve as the main generators of event 

attendance (Koh & Jackson, 2006). In an increasingly crowded market of 

information, promotions can raise awareness among potential audiences 

(Smith, 2007). The coordinators of events should consider where and when a 

customer wants to interact with a brand, product, and idea and should arrange 

the event accordingly (Neff, 2007). Along with organizing events to reach the 

target markets, events must, like all other products, be carefully developed 

and marketed if coordinators hope to generate adequate popularity (Koh & 

Jackson, 2006). However, which promotional tools generate the most 

attendance: television, radio, print, word-of-mouth (WOM), Internet websites, 

or blogs? Organizations that have an answer to that question and a grasp of 
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event marketing will reap the rewards of one successful event after another 

(Koh & Jackson, 2006). 

The ultimate goal of advertising, regardless of the medium, is to 

“persuade target markets to choose a particular product, service, or idea” 

(Chiagouris & Mohr, 2004). In the case of the 2008 UFO Festival, advertising 

is used to attract and re-attract people to the many events that comprise this 

annual festival. To reach their target markets of UFO enthusiasts and local 

and regional residents, Festival coordinators have to use a variety of media: 

billboards, social networks like MySpace and blogs, print, online, television, 

and radio (R. Roach personal communication, June 6, 2008).  

 As the number of Internet users continues to grow, so does Internet 

advertising, especially on social networks. Internet advertising revenue 

increased from $267 million in 1996 to more than $6 billion in 2002 (Kanso, 

LeBlanc, & Nelson, 2005). The Internet’s growth has led to a huge mass of 

consumers who are online, and those consumers have a lot to say. The recent 

(WOM) marketing trend’s success is due in large part to the growth of the 

Internet (Newman, 2007). According to a recent Nielsen survey, 78% of 

respondents said that WOM recommendations are the most trusted form of 

advertising, followed by newspaper ads at 63%, and finally consumer opinions 

posted online at 61% (Burmaster, 2007). 

Other useful marketing tools are traditional print media including 

newspapers, magazines, and billboards. Magazines provide niche power and 
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allow event coordinators to target information to specific demographics 

(Haight, 2005). Additionally, surveys show that 71% of people read 

newspapers, and 81-84% of those people review inserts and circulars 

(Marden, 2008). Even though Internet-savvy consumers use their time online 

to search out information on a variety of products, brands, and events, print 

media is still used for leisure reading and information gathering (Marden, 

2008). 

The first radio advertisement appeared in 1922, more than 20 years 

after the invention of radio.  Similarly, television emerged in the 1920s, but 

television advertising did not emerge until 1941 (Goldstein, 2008). Marketing 

on television and radio can include, “free mentions” from reporters, paid 

advertisements, and special airings like infomercials, or spots on television 

retailing shows that highlight a product’s features or an event’s details. 

Statement of Problem 

Sufficient marketing and promotions create awareness about an event 

and oftentimes allow event planners and organizers to promote their sponsors, 

vendors, brands, and products. Most importantly, marketing and promotions 

drive event attendance. In a 2006 study, authors Koh and Jackson conclude 

that an event’s ability to succeed depends on its ability to attract and re-attract 

a considerable number of guests. “Communities should view special events as 

products that need to be duly marketed” (Koh & Jackson, 2006). This study 
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will assess the effectiveness of promotions in generating attendance at a 

public special event.  

Significance 

Business owners, researchers, event planners and persons hosting 

events can use the information presented in this study to decide  which 

promotional materials and marketing tactics work the best to attract people to 

an event, and therefore make more events “successful.” Companies and 

individuals using events to market their brand or product, hosting personal 

events, community events, and annual events will be better able to create 

effective marketing and promotional campaigns that reach their target markets 

and bring the maximum number of attendees to their events.   

Research Objectives 

 There are four research objectives for this study: 

1. To determine whether perception was affected by prior encounters with 

promotional materials and the accurate portrayal of the event and its 

activities and entertainment; 

2. To establish which media source influenced attendees’ decision to 

attend the Festival; 

3. To determine which media source promoting the Festival was most 

frequently encountered by attendees; 

4. Demographic differences in relation to overall event satisfaction.  
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Research Questions 

The following research questions were developed to test the research 

objectives.  

1. Was there a significant difference in patrons’ perception of the Festival, 

based upon their encounters with promotional items?  

2. Was the Festival accurately represented in the promotional materials? 

3. Was the entertainment at the Festival accurately represented in the 

promotional materials? 

4. Were the activities at the Festival accurately represented in the 

promotional materials? 

5. Did attendees “like” the promotions they encountered? 

6. What was the respondents’ overall impression of the promotions? 

7. What factors influence attendees’ decision to attend the Festival? 

8. Which media sources were seen by attendees prior to attending the 

Festival? 

9. Which media source was seen most often by attendees prior to 

attending the Festival? 

10. Were there any demographic differences in relation to overall 

satisfaction? 

Description of the Testing Site 

A special event offers a variety of elements including contests, 

activities, music and tours. Additionally, it is an “infrequently occurring event of 
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limited duration that provides the consumer with a leisure and social 

opportunity beyond everyday experience.” (Koh & Jackson, 2006) The Roswell 

UFO Festival is an annual special event, hosted by the City of Roswell. The 

purpose is to provide both entertainment and information based on the 1947 

UFO “Incident” (Korte, 2007). Each year, thousands of people make the trip to 

Roswell to attend lectures, visit vendor exhibits, listen to music, and participate 

in UFO-related activities. 

Limitations 

The data collected was limited to a single event in a city not widely 

known for its part in the tourism industry. Additionally, this event lasted five 

days and data was only collected the second and third days of the Festival. 

This event is unique in its genre, and therefore the habits and demeanors of 

the clientele may be different than the average event attendee.  

Data Collection 

At the Roswell UFO Festival, every third person passing an assigned, 

fixed point was asked to participate in the survey process. There were six 

surveyors intercepting visitors at the Festival. The researchers introduced 

themselves as graduate students at Texas Tech University and briefly 

explained the study. If the participants agreed to participate, they were then 

offered a clipboard with one survey and pencil. Four hundred and one surveys 

were received and 397 were usable.  
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Definition of Terms 

Advertising: attracting attention to a product, service, brand, idea, or event by 

creating announcements using print, radio, television, or Internet media 

(Shimp, 2007).  

Free mentions/”free” promotions: mentions on television or radio, in 

newspapers, magazines, or online websites that were not paid for by the host 

organization. Many times, press releases are written to solicit these third party 

mentions.  

Frequency: the average number of times an individual or household is 

exposed to a particular advertisement within a specified time period (Clow & 

Baack, 2002).   

Public Relations: the management function that establishes and maintains 

mutually beneficial relationships between an organization and the publics on 

whom its success or failure depends (Cutlip, Center & Broom, 2006). 

Public special event: events staged for the enjoyment of all attendees, 

regardless of their geographic origin or whether the event requires payment to 

attend (Koh & Jackson, 2006).  

Reach: the number of people or households exposed to media vehicles or 

message schedules at least once during a given period of time (Claw & Baack, 

2002).   

UFO: unidentified flying object 
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WOM: an advertising tool where people express their opinions about a 

product, service, idea, or event to other people via person-to-person contact or 

via social networking sites like blogs or web pages (Shimp, 2007). 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

This chapter provides the theoretical framework behind this study, an 

overview of promotions, as well as the effectiveness of promotions in relation 

to events. The benefits of a variety of promotional media including, Internet, 

print, online, and WOM is also included. Several articles from prominent 

researchers were discussed as well as relevant newspaper and journal 

articles.  

Theoretical Framework 

The primary purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of 

promotions on influencing attendees’ decision to attend, and perception of, a 

public special event. The instrument was developed to capture attendees’ 

assessment of promotions and their rating of the public special event’s 

promotions and activities. The theoretical framework leading to the 

development of this study is based upon the trust-based consumer decision-

making model in e-commerce developed by Kim, Ferrin, and Rao (2007) 

based upon the Technology Acceptance Model, Theory of Reasoned Action, 

and the Theory of Planned Behavior, as shown in Figure 1.   

According to this study trust is defined as an attendees’ subjective 

belief that promotions accurately portray a public special event and their trust 

in the factors influencing their attendance of the public special event. 
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Research question two assessed the factors influencing attendees’ decision to 

attend a public special event. Risk is defined as an attendees’ belief about the 

potential inaccuracies in the media portrayal of a public special event. 

Research questions three and four assessed attendees’ risk in the belief in the 

veracity of the media sources describing the public special event.   

Benefit is defined as an attendees’ belief in the potential enjoyment of 

the event as stated in the promotional after a assessment of risk and trust of 

media sources. Research question one assessed attendees’ perception of 

benefit of the festival based upon their encounters with promotional items. 

Attendees’ perceptions of trust of promotions, lack of perceived risk, and 

assessment of benefit led to the attendance of the festival. Research 

Questions eight and nine assessed the attendees’ perceptions of the 

promotions. Research Questions five, six, and seven assessed attendees’ 

overall assessment of the event. 
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Overview of Promotions 

Advertising is a paid form of communication from a mediated source, 

designed to sway the receiver to take some action, in the present or in the 

future (Shimp, 2007). On average, a person is exposed to more than 600 

advertisements per day through a variety of media. Therefore, selecting the 

proper media mix is essential when marketing a product, brand, idea, or event 

(Claw & Baack, 2002). Magazine, newspaper, outdoor, television, radio, and 

Internet advertising are all media outlets that marketers utilize when trying to 

advertise (Claw & Baack, 2002). When choosing a promotional medium, 

marketers must consider the overall worth of a particular medium, target 

markets, budgetary constraints, and the circumstances surrounding a 

marketable item (Shimp, 2007).  “No advertising medium is always best” 

(Shimp, 2007, p. 408).   
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Choosing the right target market is essential if promotions are going to 

achieve the greatest levels of reach and frequency. Researching consumers’ 

or attendees’ activities, interests, lifestyles and demographic characteristics 

makes understanding their comprehension of various forms of marketing and 

advertising more relevant and their advertisements and promotions more 

customizable (Shimp, 2007). In addition to analyzing demographic data like 

income, gender, and age, marketers should also consider their psychographic 

data like values, attitudes and lifestyle when choosing a target market (Hoyle, 

2002).  

 In addition to paid media, free mentions, or unpaid media is important 

when trying to promote a brand, product, idea, or event. Public relations is a 

method of maintaining goodwill between a company and its publics (Shimp, 

2007). Public relations oftentimes concerns maintaining relationships and 

building a reputation, rather than promoting a particular event. However, it is 

still a useful for of promotion. Public relations is less costly than advertising 

and often seen as more credible (Shimp, 2007).  News releases are used to 

obtain third party credibility before sending out advertisements proclaiming the 

same information (Claw & Baack, 2002). According to author Leonard Hoyle, 

the Public Relations Society of America suggests that a half-page 

advertisement costs $5,000, depending on the medium, while an editorial 

highlighting an event in the same space as the advertisement holds a $15,000 

value (Hoyle, 2002).  
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The Effectiveness of Promotions Relating to Events 

Regardless of whether an event is social or corporate in nature, its 

success will depend on promotions (Hoyle, 2002). To have an event that 

successfully markets a brand or company, or that provides an enjoyable social 

experience, the event needs attendance, and therefore needs promotion. 

When promoting events, it is important to tell the potential attendees why they 

should attend (Hoyle, 2002). Marketers must use convincing content that 

makes the readers want to find out more by attending the event. To do this, 

marketers must choose the correct target market for an event and promote the 

event accordingly (Hoyle, 2002). This makes choosing the correct medium 

essential. In promoting events, marketers will find advertising and public 

relations helpful, but multiple media outlets may not always be necessary 

(Hoyle, 2002). 

Attracting the intended attendees means marketing to the correct 

markets. In addition to focused advertising and promotions, the distribution of 

information about an event, or of the tickets sold for an event, can affect the 

consumer’s decision-making process (Smith, 2007). The variety of advertising 

and promotional media is endless. It may be wise to offer price reductions or 

incentives to stimulate early registration or ticket purchases, or to elicit 

exhibitor participation (Smith, 2007).  

Event organizers must consider where and when consumers want to 

interact with a brand so that they may reach their target markets most 
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effectively. Finding the correct medium to address the target markets needs 

and desires is the most important part of marketing. Using festivals and 

special events is a successful way of allowing a consumer to “meet” a brand, 

product, or idea (Neff, 2007).  In the case of the 2008 Festival, coordinators 

are introducing festival attendees to the City of Roswell, local businesses, and 

the history of the 1947 crash. In addition to paid advertising, public relations 

can be used to reinforce the marketing created for an event, increase the 

distribution of the message, or establish credibility; this is especially true if the 

event is re-occurring (MPI, 2006).  

The article, “Festivalscapes and patrons’ emotions, satisfaction, and 

loyalty,” addresses the question, “how unique is the festival environment 

relative to other exchange environments?” This question is important to event 

marketers because these unique environments offer opportunities for 

assessing customer satisfaction and reactions, which are influenced by these 

“festivalscapes” or public events in general (Lee, Lee, Lee & Babin, 2006). 

Consumer reactions to an events activities, exhibits, entertainment, and food 

will provide information for future events. Marketers will know what elements of 

the event need the most media attention in the future, and will be better able 

to re-attract guests (Lee, Lee, Lee & Babin, 2006).  In a 2002 study entitled, 

“Special Events Marketing: An Analysis of a County Fair,” authors Koh and 

Jackson aim to discover which marketing elements will contribute to a county 

fair’s success (Koh and Jackson, 2006). They reported that for attendance 
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purposes, those events who can manage to re-attract guests each year, and 

persuade those guests to attract other guests an event can see continuous 

improvement. This indicates that WOM advertising can be a worthwhile form 

of marketing. In the case of the Mesa County Fair, all local media outlets were 

utilized including: TV, radio, newspapers, brochures/posters, and WOM. 

Newspapers proved to be the best promotional tool in attracting local residents 

to the fair, followed by WOM (Koh & Jackson, 2006).  “[Emotions] directly 

affect perceived customer satisfaction, complaint behavior, and word-of-mouth 

activity” (Lee, Lee, Lee & Babin, 2006). This study of festivalscapes concludes 

that emotions mediate the effect of a festivalscape on customer reactions. 

Therefore, a positive experience will create a positive attitude and aid in 

positive WOM exposure (Lee, Lee, Lee & Babin, 2006).  

A successful event creates a mutually satisfying experience for both the 

organizers and the attendees. Special events do not just happen. It takes 

extensive time and management, including combined thinking and planned 

executions (Koh & Jackson, 2006). Establishing clear objectives and goals is 

an excellent way to ensure mutual satisfaction from both the organizers and 

the attendees. A successful event experience means that the organizers must 

meet their objectives and manage to “wow” attendees. To complete the circle, 

if organizers meet these two goals, they will be more likely to try to improve 

the event and, therefore, will attract and re-attract guests (Koh and Jackson, 

2006).   
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Benefits of Promotional Media 

Online and Social Networking  

The Internet is growing faster than any other communication medium, 

and marketers are finding it to be an efficient use of their advertising dollars 

(Kanso, et al., 2005).  Along with the growth of the Internet in terms of the 

number of web pages and content, the number of consumers has also grown 

(Kanso, et al., 2005). Therefore, the opportunities to achieve reach and 

frequency online are endless. Internet advertising spending reached 

approximately $30 billion in 2006 and is expected to increase to $60 billion in 

2010 (Christopher, 2005). Approximately 24% of the population pays attention 

to email and Internet advertising on a weekly basis (Marden, 2008). This ever-

changing, content-rich environment allows consumers to seek out information 

that is relevant to them and to discard information that does not meet their 

search criteria. That is why advertisers need to communicate with their 

consumers and listen to their needs, rather than trying to communicate at 

them with a brand or product that is irrelevant (Christopher, 2005). “Marketers 

must learn how to listen, not just to track” (Christopher, 2005).   

Authors Kanso, Leblanc, and Nelson (2005) conclude that web pages 

are a beneficial marketing communication tool. Web pages provide in-depth 

information about a product or idea and can be easily changed and updated. 

Additionally, a webpage can be placed in a global market in a matter of hours, 

something that traditional print and television advertising cannot do. This 
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flexible medium allows marketers to use creative methods to engage their 

audience and make all the content specific and relevant to the user (Kanso, et 

al., 2005). If a web page can facilitate purchase decisions by providing 

information about a product, then it can do the same for an event. The 2008 

Festival has both a web page sponsored by the Roswell Chamber of 

Commerce and also a MySpace page, a method of social networking. 

Additionally, a 2004 study entitled, “An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of 

Internet Advertising Tools,” concludes that Internet newsletters are a good 

advertising investment because it allows the marketer to deliver relative 

content and relative advertising to the consumer because they choose to 

receive the newsletter (Chiagouris & Mohr, 2004).  

A new trend, and one that is proving successful, is social networking, 

which includes email, blogs, podcasts, and websites like MySpace and 

Facebook. These user-focused media allow for marketers to interact with their 

consumers in a direct manner. In this way, it is easy to gather market 

information and to eliminate market costs and constraints because there is 

direct access between the buyer and seller, or organizer and attendee (Kanso, 

et al., 2005) When MySpace was purchased in 2005 for $580 million, it had 

more than 220 million users (Christopher, 2005). In a 2008 article entitled, 

“Overwhelmed,” author Simon Young asserts that blogging, podcasting, online 

video and social networking are inexpensive, “under the radar” media that can 

really impress an audience (Young, 2008).  This new communication genre 
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which allows marketers direct access to their consumers brought in close to 

$1.2 billion in 2007 and is expected to increase to $4 billion by 2011 

(Christopher, 2005).  The most important feature of social networking is that it 

has revitalized WOM advertising, a communication medium that has been 

around since commercial products came about but is now being seen as a 

technological breakthrough (Plummer, 2007).  

Word-of-Mouth (WOM)  

Spending on WOM advertising was projected to reach $1.3 billion in 

2007, a 33% increase from 2006 and is expected to triple by 2011(Newman, 

2007). According to an article written in BrandWeek, Paul Rand, Vice 

President of Word of Mouth Marketing Association claims that “the marketing 

world is evolving from ‘interrupt me’ to ‘engage me’ when it comes to 

consumer interactions” (Newman, 2007). This means marketers must change 

their methods of advertising, even if they continue to use traditional media. 

The Internet has made WOM one of the most recent technological 

breakthroughs, even though it is one of the oldest forms of marketing 

(Plummer, 2007). As advertising continues to bombard consumers with 

information, blogs, social networks and other forms of WOM marketing help 

consumers navigate through the information (Plummer, 2007). According to an 

editorial written in the Journal of Advertising Research, “most consumer 

surveys find that consumers often mention WOM, or recommendations from 

friends, as the most compelling source for trial” (Plummer, 2007).  
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Television and Radio  

With nearly 11,000 commercial radio stations in the United States, radio 

is a far-reaching medium (Shimp, 2007). Nearly all homes and cars in the 

United States have radios and more than 50 million radios are purchased in 

the United States each year (Shimp, 2007). Historically, radio advertising has 

been popular for local promotions, but its regional and national advertising 

capabilities are increasing (Shimp, 2007). Because radio advertisements can 

be created on a small budget, they are popular promotional media for small 

businesses (Claw & Baack, 2002).  

Radio stations are categorized into several formats including classical, 

progressive, country, talk, pop, and more, and are considered a relatively 

economical advertising medium (Shimp, 2007). Since radio stations have a 

definable target market based on the formats, it is easy for marketers to find 

similar radio stations in all parts of the United States (Claw & Baack, 2007). 

Therefore, the capabilities to match a radio station’s “personality” with the 

target market can be done relatively inexpensively (Shimp, 2007). Radio 

advertising has numerous advantages; the use of local personalities is a 

strength (Shimp, 2007), especially if they have tried the product being 

advertised, or attended an event in the past, because they can provide third 

party credibility. Additionally, radio has the ability to reach segmented 

audiences with short lead times (Shimp, 2007).  
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As of 2004, 98% of households throughout the United States have 

televisions (Shimp, 2007). According to authors Claw & Baack (2002), 

television offers marketers the highest reach and most extensive coverage of 

any other medium (Claw & Baack, 2002). The variety of segments that 

television provides including early morning, daytime, prime time, and late 

night, offer marketers a multiplicity of timing opportunities to reach their 

targeted markets (Shimp, 2007). Although the cost of advertising during these 

times differs, there is substantial research from companies like Nielsen, which 

provides marketers with extensive information about the average viewers 

during each of the times. Therefore, reaching target markets with effective 

advertisements is simple. The cost of television advertising is quite high but 

considering the cost per contact due to televisions vast reach, it is a 

reasonable expense (Claw & Baack, 2002). Television provides marketers 

with high intrusion value, creative opportunities, and segmentation possibilities 

through cable outlets (Claw & Baack, 2002).  

Along with reach and frequency, receptivity, attentiveness, and 

engagement are all pieces of an effective advertisement, or combination of 

advertisements. However, televisions increasing amount of advertising clutter 

has made it hard to truly reach the consumer at the frequency rates desired. In 

a 2007 article, The Brittle Bones of Media, author Erwin Ephron states, 

“…reach at a frequency of two costs too much to be an option. Half of viewers 

account for 75% of all viewing and the other half for 25%” (Ephron, 2007).  
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This means that trying to reach light viewers more than once will mean 

reaching heavy viewers too many times (Ephron, 2007). Therefore, Ephron 

(2007) suggests using a combination of radio and television. “Radio intrudes 

but is hard to avoid because you can’t shut your ears” (Ephron, 2007). These 

traditional forms of advertising still offer marketers an opportunity to reach their 

targeted markets in creative innovative ways.   

Print 

Even with the invention of interactive, non-traditional advertising media 

like the Internet and social networks, print advertising is still an excellent way 

to reach consumers and drive behavior and purchasing decisions (Marden, 

2008). Advertising spending is expected to grow through 2010 at a rate of 5% 

to 6% per annum. In this capacity, print advertising spending will also increase 

(Haight, 2005). Scott Marden, Director of Marketing Research for Vertis 

Communications, believes, “using print media in conjunction with interactive 

messaging allows advertisers to double the potential reach of their 

multichannel efforts—and ensure that more than half of a campaign’s digital 

target audience would be exposed to the message twice” (Marden, 2008). 

Most traditional print media like newspapers and magazines have online 

counterparts. Therefore, this ideal combination of print and online media is an 

easy transition.  
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Magazine 

In 2006, more than $33.5 billion was made in magazine ad sales (Miller, 

2006). Because of their genre specific nature, magazines offer niche power 

unlike any other medium (Haight, 2005). Magazines, when compared to 

Internet and television advertising, led in familiarity by 85%, purchase intent by 

72%, and brand imagery by 73% (Miller, 2006).  

SRDS Media Solutions, a company that tracks magazine information 

has identified more than 2,500 consumer magazines in several categories 

ranging from motor trend to fashion and beauty (Shimp, 2007). Because of the 

magazine industries genre-specific nature, choosing magazine vehicles 

matching a marketer’s target market is highly important (Shimp, 2007). Using 

magazines as a promotional medium is advantageous for several reasons 

including: the extensive reach of many magazines, the ability to identify 

specific audiences, the high reproduction quality, and the ability to present 

detailed information in a high reproduction quality (Shimp, 2007). Additionally, 

a study by Millward Brown suggests that magazine advertising is three times 

more cost effective than television (Clow & Baack, 2002).  

Newspaper 

From 2000 to 2008, 71% of consumers read a newspaper each week 

and the number of consumers who perused circulars reached 84% (Marden, 

2008). During the week, newspapers in the United States reach approximately 

56 million households. More than 59 million households are reached with 
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newspapers on Sundays (Shimp, 2007). The advantages to using newspapers 

as a form of advertising include: high flexibility and credibility, strong audience 

interest, longer message copy possible, discounts for buying larger column 

inches of advertising space, and newspapers often give priority to local 

advertisers (Clow & Baack, 2002).  According to book author, Terence Shimp, 

people read newspapers to process and receive news so they are in the right 

frame of mind to process advertising messages (Shimp, 2007). Additionally, 

newspapers have a short lead time which allows marketers to change 

advertisements quickly and often (Clow & Baack, 2002).  

Billboard 

According to MediaWeek (2008), out-of-home marketing will continue to 

increase rapidly into 2008.  This increase in billboard advertising is due in 

large part to the development of digital billboards, which have the capability to 

gather details about people driving by (Menon, 2008) and to change 

messages at any given interval (Frutkin, 2007). Rather than a company 

purchasing one billboard for four weeks, six companies can purchase a 

billboard which rotates their messages throughout the day (Frutkin, 2007). In 

addition to this digital transition, billboard advertising’s green initiatives are 

also making them a popular promotional medium. Companies are aiming to 

provide posters that do not require paste, as well as energy efficient 

replacement light bulbs. Most out-of-home companies will convert to this green 

operating method by the end of 2008 (Frutkin, 2007). Environmentally 
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conscious billboard companies will find it easier to attract marketers who aim 

to keep their products or brands in line with this new “green” trend. 

PriceWaterhouse Coopers projects a 9% growth in 2008, estimating out-of-

home sales to be more than $8.12 billion (Frutkin, 2007).  

Event Marketing 

In line with marketing and promotions, hosting and organizing events is 

an effective way to market a brand or company and is considered an important 

promotional tool by many marketing executives (Shimp, 2007). Event 

marketing allows event sponsors to interact with their clients personally, and to 

introduce their products to their consumers in a face-to-face situation (Sneath, 

Finney & Close, 2005). Event marketing is a growing promotional tool, and 

marketers are readily putting large amounts of their budgets into this area of 

the industry (Sneath, et al., 2005). It is estimated that 22% of total MARCOM 

budgets are dedicated to event-related sponsorships (Sneath, et al., 2005). 

Marketers are estimated to spend around $50 billion on event sponsorships, 

worldwide, in 2006 (Shimp, 2007).   

An event is a “live” opportunity to introduce potential customers to a 

brand, company, or idea. Event marketing provides an opportunity for a 

commercial organization to provide financial or in-kind assistance in 

sponsoring an event, and in return, the organization achieves one or more of 

its marketing objectives (Gwinner, 1997). In general, a company chooses to 

participate in event sponsorship to increase brand awareness and to create, 
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strengthen, or alter brand image (Gwinner, 1997).   Additionally, sponsoring an 

event can help a company maintain its market share, build a strong brand 

existence, and enhance a product or company’s image (Shimp, 2007).  

Although separate from other marketing elements like advertising and 

public relations, sponsored events still require all of these elements (Shimp, 

2007). Even if an event’s purpose is to create brand awareness, or to 

introduce a product to potential consumers, it has to be promoted to attract 

attendees. It is a double-edged sword; a marketing event has to be marketed 

to attract attendees. “Special events, like all human-created products, need to 

be carefully developed and marketed if their creators seek to popularize them” 

(Koh & Jackson, 2006).  

When choosing an event to sponsor, marketers must ensure that the 

target audience for the event is similar to the brand or product’s target 

audience, and that the event’s purpose matches the organizations marketing 

objectives (Shimp, 2007). 

History of the 1947 UFO Happening 

What is a UFO? Are there really aliens living in outer space, or here on 

Earth? What really happened in 1947 outside of Roswell, New Mexico? These 

questions are the reason why people travel to Roswell year after year to visit 

the town known for its “out of this world” experiences.  

In 1947, something happened in Roswell. The Air Force claims that 

they were dropping 200 pound crash dummies from airplanes and balloons 
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98,000 feet in the air, during an experiment named Project Mogul (Dowd, 

2008).  Projects High Dive and Excelsior were Air Force excursions testing 

high-altitude parachute drops for pilots and astronauts who might be forced to 

evacuate their machines (Mendoza, 1997). All of these projects used crash 

dummies and happened around the same time. When local Roswell residents 

came upon the remains of these dummies, they were mistaken for aliens 

because they were only four feet tall and had no fingers, which was purely a 

result of a harsh crash to the ground (Dowd, 2008).  

Commentary from local residents revealed that Glen Dennis, a local 

mortician, was called by Air Force officials and asked for several child-sized 

hermetically sealed caskets. Frank Kaufman, another local resident, claimed 

he watched as soldiers put five dead aliens into body bags and collected 

materials from the fallen “ship.” The soldiers took the “bodies” and wreckage to 

the local army post (Mendoza, 1997). Air Force officials have denied all of 

these comments.  

In 1992, the Roswell UFO Museum opened its doors, and the Festival 

followed shortly after (Korte, 2007). Since then, each year, this city of 

approximately 50,000 has embarked on a mission to create “flying-saucer 

tourism” (Duin, 1996).   

Summary 

In this chapter, the importance of general promotions and event 

promotions were discussed, along with the benefits of various promotional 
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media. Additionally, a brief outline of event marketing and the history of the 

1947 UFO crash are included.  
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Introduction 

 This chapter includes sections on the research questions, a description 

of the Festival, the Festival’s promotional efforts, a report of the test sample, a 

description of the survey instrument used, an explanation of the measurement 

of the data, the data collection, and the procedure.  

 The purpose of this study is to understand the role promotions play in 

generating attendance at a public special event. This information can help 

marketers assess which promotional tools are the most effective in generating 

attendance, and which tools are the least effective.  In this way, marketers can 

continually improve an events attendance, which will give coordinators an 

incentive to continually improve the overall event. In addition, having research 

that shows which promotional tools generate attendance will allow marketers 

and organizers to develop marketing and promotional campaigns that will 

effectively and efficiently reach their targeted markets.  

Research Objectives 

There are four research objectives for this study: 

1. To determine whether perception was affected by prior encounters with 

promotional materials and the accurate portrayal of the event and its 

activities and entertainment; 
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2. To establish which media source influenced attendees’ decision to 

attend the Festival; 

3. To determine which media source promoting the Festival was most 

frequently encountered by attendees; 

4. Demographic differences in relation to overall event satisfaction.  

Research Questions 

The following research questions were developed to test the research 

objectives.  

1. Was there a significant difference in patrons’ perception of the Festival, 

based upon their encounters with promotional items?  

2. Was the Festival accurately represented in the promotional materials? 

3. Was the entertainment at the Festival accurately represented in the 

promotional materials? 

4. Were the activities at the Festival accurately represented in the 

promotional materials? 

5. Did attendees “like” the promotions they encountered? 

6. What was the respondents’ overall impression of the promotions? 

7. What factors influence attendees’ decision to attend the Festival? 

8. Which media sources were seen by attendees prior to attending the 

Festival? 

9. Which media source was seen most often by attendees prior to 

attending the Festival? 
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10. Were there any demographic differences in relation to overall 

satisfaction? 

Method 

About the Event 

The Roswell UFO Festival is an annual weekend event held during the 

summer in Roswell, New Mexico. The Festival’s beginnings are traced back to 

the opening of a UFO Museum in Roswell in 1992 (Korte, 2007).  This town of 

roughly 50,000 has used the 1947 UFO crash as their means to creating a 

new industry (Duin, 1996). Former Roswell Mayor, Tom Jennings said, 

“something happened here and it’s probably the most credible UFO event in 

the world. We’ve taken that and developed it into a whole new industry—

tourism” (Mendoza, 1997). The 2008 Festival hosts a variety of activities 

including the Alien Encounter Haunted House, Music by Ufoetry, the Alien 

Chase 5k walk, a parade, shopping and vendor exhibits (R. Roach personal 

communication, June 6, 2008).  

Promotional Efforts 

The promotional efforts for this event were expansive. Renee Roach, 

City of Roswell Marketing Director, outlined the local, regional, and national 

marketing and promotional efforts which included: print, radio, outdoor 

advertising, and television. Nationally, advertisements were placed in 

Southwest Spirit, New Mexico Magazine, and American Way for one month 

prior to the Festival. Television commercials ran for the month before the 
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Festival. There were two major national live broadcasts on the CBS Early 

Show on July 3, 2008 and the Daily Buzz on July 4, 2008.  Additionally, 

footage from the Festival was sent to Larry King on July 3, 2008 that aired on 

July 4, 2008. The History Channel and two German production crews were 

also in attendance and captured Festival footage. Locally, radio spots ran two 

to three weeks prior to the Festival in Roswell and surrounding areas. 

Billboards were placed regionally on I-40 near Albuquerque and I-10 near Las 

Cruces two months prior to the event (R. Roach personal communication, 

June 6, 2008).  

Public relations proved to be a significant portion of the marketing done 

for this event. Along with paid advertising, unpaid promotion was solicited at 

several levels. News releases were sent to national and international print 

publications, UFO Trade publications, and regional radio stations once a 

month for the six months leading up to the Festival. Additionally, the Festival 

generally receives hundreds to thousands of free mentions each year in print 

and electronic media, calendar listings, blog outreach, hundreds of Internet 

websites, and reporter attendance at the Festival (R. Roach personal 

communication, June 6, 2008).  

Event sponsorship also played a role in preparation for the Festival. 

The Chamber of Commerce, which coordinates the yearly Festival, sponsored 

the New Mexico Department of Tourism’s entry for the 2008 Tournament of 

Roses Parade and hosted the 2008 Governor’s Conference on Tourism. The 
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media events for the Rose Parade sponsorship targeted the home states of 

the two competing football teams participating in the Rose Bowl and the 

Southern California markets. A Direct Mail campaign targeted zip codes in the 

California area and the UFO Festival was mentioned in the Tournament of 

Roses Parade program. There were pre-game media events like radio 

contests and ticket giveaways. Additionally, a two-page spread in Hello New 

Mexico was included in game day editions of the Los Angeles Times and 

distributed throughout Southern California. Last, the UFO Festival was 

mentioned in the scripts of several hosts of participating broadcast networks 

(R. Roach personal communication, June 6, 2008).  

Sampling Procedure 

The intercept survey method was used to solicit participation from 

Festival attendees on July 4, 2008 and July 5, 2008. There were six 

researchers; each held two clipboards with a survey and a pencil on each 

clipboard. The surveyors introduced themselves as Texas Tech University 

graduate students and asked attendees to take two to three minutes of their 

time to fill out the survey. Upon agreeing to participate, attendees were given 

the clipboard with one survey and a pencil. Researchers did not approach 

patrons under the age of 18. Four, two-hour sessions of data collection were 

completed. When the survey participants completed the surveys, new surveys 

were placed on the clipboard and the next round of attendees were solicited to 
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fill-out the surveys. In total, 401 surveys were collected and 397 surveys were 

usable.  

Instruments 

The survey instrument used contained 17 questions designed to assess 

the patrons’ encounters, or lack of encounters, with promotional materials 

pertaining to the Festival. A yes or no question asked participants to indicate 

whether they were first time visitors or repeat patrons. Another question asked 

whether they had seen any promotional materials prior to the event, and a 

third question asked what factors influenced their decision to attend the 

Festival. Additionally, three questions were dedicated to discovering whether 

the promotional materials seen were truly indicative of the quality of the 

activities, entertainment, and the Festival itself. A five-point Likert scale was 

used to rate whether or not the participants “liked” the color, wording, and 

details of the promotional items; they also assessed the overall quality of the 

activities, entertainment, and advertising and promotions. Lastly, the survey 

questioned the patrons’ demographic information including age, average 

income, and area of residence. If participants did not encounter any 

promotional items, they were asked to skip the agree-disagree questions and 

the questions using the Likert scale. Those participants were directed on to the 

demographic questions.  
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Measurement 

A t-test was used to compare the perceptions of those patrons who saw 

promotions prior to the event, and those who did not see promotions prior to 

the event, with their perceptions of the event’s activities, entertainment, and 

the overall Festival itself. Frequency measurements were conducted on the 

patrons’ demographic information such as income and education levels, age, 

area of residence, and gender. In trying to determine which media source is 

seen most often by patrons who saw promotions prior to the event, frequency 

measurements were conducted on the number of patrons who encountered 

television, radio, flyers/posters, word-of-mouth, Internet, newspaper/print, 

websites, and other media sources. ANOVA testing was used to compare 

demographic differences and patrons’ overall satisfaction with the Festival. 

Additionally, mean testing was used to compare the scores of the questions 

using five-point Likert scales.  

Pilot Study 

 Prior to administering the survey to the large sample, a field test was 

completed to test the survey instrument. The pilot study was completed at the 

Art Depot, an art exhibition venue, during The First Friday Art Trail in April, 

2008. There were participants from all age groups, income levels, and 

education levels. Additionally, both males and females participated. Because 

every third person was solicited to participate, it was a true random sample.  

The sample size was 62. Of those 62, 33.3% were male and 66.7% were 
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female. Additionally, the majority of the participants, 62.3% to be exact, were 

between the ages of 22 and 40; 18% were between the ages of 18 and 21.  

The study assessed the appropriateness of the questions as 

determined by the degree to which the participants in the study understood the 

questions. Once all of the completed surveys were collected, researchers 

looked for discrepancies and instances where questions were misunderstood.  

If questions appeared to be confusing to participants, they were rewritten. As a 

result of the pilot study, several questions were rewritten for clarification.  

In addition to clarifying the instrument, the researcher was also able to 

gauge how long each survey took to administer, and was therefore able to 

judge how many researchers would be needed to survey a larger crowd. It 

was determined that six researchers would be necessary for the Festival, 

rather than two, as was used for the pilot study.   

The results showed that only 16 patrons, or 25.8 %, actually saw some 

type of promotion. This was not a sufficient number of patrons to support the 

theory that promotions influence event perception and attendance because 

the assumption that those 16 people came to the event simply because of the 

promotions cannot be made. Additionally, the frequency measurement of the 

media source seen most by patrons attending the event was word-of-mouth 

promotions. Overall, the results show that promotions did not play a significant 

role in patrons’ perceptions of the event or in generating attendance at this 

event because the p-value was much greater than .05.  
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Data Collection and Analysis 

 The sample for the Roswell study consisted of 47.4% men and 49.6% 

women. The majority of the contributors were Baby Boomers.  Of the 

participants solicited, 33% were from Roswell, 42.6% live in a state other than 

New Mexico, and 2% were international visitors. The education levels varied; 

33.2% of participants graduated from high school, while 23.9% had their 

bachelor’s degree, and 34.8% held post graduate degrees. Additionally, 

40.6% of respondents were return visitors, and 58.9% were first-time visitors.  

 Each participant was selected using the intercept method. There were 

six researchers soliciting participation. The data obtained were processed 

using SPSS 16.0. The descriptive and inferential statistical treatments used to 

describe the sample and test the research questions were: 

1. Frequencies 

2. Independent Sample t-test 

3. One-way ANOVA 

4. Mean 

The significance level of (p<.05) was established as the guideline for 

identifying statistically significant results.  

Summary 

The chapter includes: sections on the research questions, a description 

of the survey instrument, and an explanation of the pilot study. Additionally, 

the data analysis and results were discussed, along with the sample, 
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measurement, and a description of the event and the promotions used for the 

event.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND RESULTS 

Introduction 

 This study sought to (1) determine whether perception was affected by 

prior encounters with promotional materials and the accuracy of the portrayal 

of the event and its activities and entertainment, (2) establish which media 

source influenced attendees’ decision to attend the Festival, (3) determine 

which media source promoting the Festival was most frequently encountered 

by attendees, (4) and establish demographic differences in relation to overall 

event satisfaction.   

  Six researchers collected 401 surveys, of which 397 were usable, over 

a two-day period at the Roswell UFO Festival using the intercept survey 

method. Respondents were given a one-page survey designed to determine 

which media sources were seen prior to the Festival; which media sources 

were seen most often; and the overall accuracy of the promotions in relation to 

the entertainment, activities, and the overall Festival, as well as demographic 

information. Five, one-hour sessions of data collection were conducted at 

various Festival events. Attendees under the age of 18 were not solicited to 

participate.  
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Research Objectives 

There are four research objectives for this study: 

1. To determine whether perception was affected by prior encounters with 

promotional materials and the accurate portrayal of the event and its 

activities and entertainment; 

2. To establish which media source influenced attendees’ decision to 

attend the Festival; 

3. To determine which media source promoting the Festival was most 

frequently encountered by attendees; 

4. Demographic differences in relation to overall event satisfaction.  

Research Questions and Findings 

The following research questions were developed to test the research 

objectives.  

Research Question 1 

Was there a significant difference in patrons’ perception of the Festival, 

based upon their encounters with promotional items?  

The results of a t-test showed a significant difference in the perception 

of respondents based upon their encounters with promotional items prior to 

attending the Festival (p<.034).  Table 1 summarizes the results of the t-test.  

The mean score of those encountering a promotional item prior to attending is 

4.06, while the mean score of those who had not is 3.87 on a five-point Likert 

scale.  This means that patrons who saw promotions prior to attending the 
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Festival were overall more satisfied than patrons who did not see promotions 

prior to attending the Festival.  

Table 1  

Patrons’ perception of the festival based upon encounter with promotions 

using the independent t-test   

Group Mean t-value p value 

 

Encountered promotions 

Did not encounter promotions 

 

4.06 

3.87 

 

2.13 

 

 

.034 

  

Research Question 2 

Was the Festival accurately represented in the promotional materials? 

Respondents were asked to rank the accuracy of the overall Festival in 

relation to the promotional items they encountered, using a five-point Likert 

scale. As shown in Table 2, the mean score for this question is 3.96. This 

indicates that overall, patrons agree that the Festival was accurately portrayed 

in the promotional materials. 
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Table 2  

Mean of accuracy of representation in promotional materials   

Group Mean Std. Dev 

 

Activities 

Entertainment 

Overall Festival 

 

3.93 

3.86 

3.96 

 

0.97 

0.94 

0.95 

 

Research Question 3 

Was the entertainment at the Festival accurately represented in the 

promotional materials? 

Respondents were asked to rank the accuracy of the portrayal of the 

planned entertainment in the promotional items they encountered prior to 

attending the festival, using a five-point Likert scale. As shown in Table 2, the 

mean score for this question is 3.86. This indicates patrons agreed the 

entertainment at the Festival was accurately represented in the promotional 

materials.  

Research Question 4 

Were the activities at the Festival accurately represented in the 

promotional materials? 

Respondents were asked to rank the accuracy of the portrayal of the 

planned activities in the promotional items they encountered prior to attending 
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the festival, using a five-point Likert scale. As shown in Table 2, the mean 

score for this question is 3.93. This indicates patrons agreed activities at the 

Festival were accurately represented in the promotional materials.  

Research Question 5 

Did attendees “like” the promotions they encountered? 

Survey respondents were asked to indicate whether they “liked” the 

promotional materials they encountered, using a five-point Likert scale. They 

were asked to consider the color, pictures, wording, information, and details. 

The mean score is 4.10. Overall, the respondents who saw promotional 

materials before they visited the festival liked the promotional materials they 

encountered. 

Research Question 6 

What was the respondents’ overall impression of the promotions? 

Respondents were asked to rate their overall impression of the 

advertising and promotions, using a five-point Likert scale. The mean score for 

the overall impression of the event by respondents who indicated that they 

saw promotional items before attending the event is 3.97, a score indicating 

satisfaction with the overall impression of the advertising and promotions. 

Research Question 7 

What factors influenced respondents’ decision to attend the Festival? 

Respondents were asked to rate the importance of 10 different factors that 

may have influenced their decision to attend the Festival. As shown in Table 3, 
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family and friends, also known as WOM, have the greatest influence, with a 

mean score of 3.65. The least influential factor, with a mean score of 1.84, is 

the Festival’s MySpace page. 

Table 3 

Frequency of mean score of factors influencing respondents’ decision to 

attend the festival 

Media Source Mean Std. Dev 

 

Family/friends 

Television advertisements 

Newspaper advertisements 

Radio advertisements 

Internet 

UFO Festival page on MySpace

Chamber of Commerce website 

Flyers/Posters 

Return attendee 

Other 

 

3.65 

2.37 

2.37 

2.31 

2.94 

1.84 

2.09 

2.44 

2.68 

3.21 

 

1.57 

1.42 

1.44 

1.38 

1.55 

1.30 

1.38 

1.46 

1.74 

1.79 

 

Research Question 8 

Which media sources were seen by respondents prior to attending the 

Festival? 
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The survey asked respondents to choose all the media sources they 

encountered prior to attending the Festival. Of the 397 respondents, 54.9% 

reported seeing marketing or promotional materials pertaining to the Festival 

before their visit. As shown in Table 4, of those respondents who had seen 

some kind of promotional material prior to attending the Festival, 93 

encountered Internet advertising; however, the UFO Festival’s website was 

encountered the least. Television, newspaper/print, WOM, radio, and 

flyers/posters were also cited. 

Table 4  

Frequency of media sources seen by respondents prior to attending the 

Festival  

Media Sources Frequency

Internet 

Television 

Newspaper/Print 

WOM 

Radio 

Flyers/Posters 

Website 

Other 

93 

79 

77 

69 

68 

61 

55 

10 
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Research Question 9 

Which media source was seen most often by respondents prior to 

attending the Festival? 

The Internet was seen most often by respondents prior to attending the 

event. Television/newspaper and print media were also seen by 30 of the 

54.9% of patrons who answered “yes” to encountering promotional items 

before attending the Festival, as shown in Table 5.  

Table 5 

Frequency of media sources seen most often by respondents prior to 

attending the Festival  

Media Sources Frequency

Internet 

Television 

Newspaper/Print 

Radio 

Website 

WOM 

Flyers/Posters 

Internet/WOM/Website 

47 

30 

30 

23 

15 

14 

14 

13 
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Research Question 10 

Were there any demographic differences in relation to overall 

satisfaction? 

There were 397 valid surveys. The response to the survey in relation to 

gender was relatively equal; 47.4% were male, 49.6% were female, and 3.0% 

of respondents declined to answer. An independent sample t-test was 

performed to determine if there was a significant difference in overall 

satisfaction based upon gender.  There is no significant difference based upon 

gender. 

The education levels of the respondents were as follows: 33.2% had a 

high school diploma, 23.9% had a Bachelor’s degree, 34.8% had a post-

graduate degree, and 8.1% declined to answer. A one-way analysis of 

variance was performed to determine if there was significant difference in the 

overall satisfaction based upon education.  There is no significant difference 

based upon education. 

Survey respondents were asked to identify whether they were first-time 

visitors or return attendees. Of the 397 respondents, 40.6% were return 

attendees and 58.9% were first-time visitors. An independent sample t-test 

was performed to determine if there was a significant difference in overall 

satisfaction based upon prior attendance.  There is no significant difference 

based upon prior attendance. 
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The majority of the respondents, 42.6%, were from a state other than 

New Mexico and 33% of the respondents were from Roswell. Additionally, only 

2% of respondents were visiting internationally. A one-way analysis of 

variance was performed to determine if there was significant difference in the 

overall satisfaction based upon residence.  There is no significant difference 

based upon residence. 

The respondents were asked to indicate their year of birth.  The 

respondents were grouped by cohorts: Baby Bust I (born 1921-1945), Baby 

Boomers (born 1946-1964), Baby Bust II (born 1965-1976), and Echo 

Boomers (born 1977-1994).  Thirty of the respondents represented Baby Bust 

I cohort, 170 respondents represented the Baby Boomer cohort, 107 

respondents represented the Baby Bust II cohort, and 85 respondents 

represented the Echo Boomer cohort. (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics).  

A one-way analysis of variance was performed to determine if there was 

significant difference in the overall satisfaction based upon age cohort.  There 

is no significant difference based upon age cohort. 

Summary 

 This study sought to: (1) determine whether perception was affected by 

prior encounters with promotional materials and the accuracy of the portrayal 

of the event and its activities and entertainment; (2) establish which media 

source influenced attendees’ decision to attend the Festival; (3) determine 

which media source promoting the Festival was most frequently encountered 
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by attendees; (4) d demographic differences in relation to overall event 

satisfaction.   

 Promotions played a role in generating attendance at the UFO Festival 

for those attending the Festival.  The promotion, word-of-mouth was the most 

influential promotion.  The media source most frequently encountered by 

attendees was the Internet.  Promotions accurately portrayed the event and 

were liked by patrons who saw promotional materials prior to visiting the 

Festival. Promotions were seen by more than half of the respondents and 

there were no demographic differences in relation to overall satisfaction.   
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

Chapter V summarizes the study by reviewing: the sample, the 

methodology, the instrumentation, and answers the research questions. This 

chapter concludes by relating the findings to previous research and provides 

recommendations for further research.  

Regardless of whether an event is social or corporate in nature, its 

success will depend on promotions (Hoyle, 2002). To have an event that 

successfully markets a brand or company, or that provides an enjoyable social 

experience, the event needs attendance, and therefore needs promotion. 

When promoting events, it is important to tell the potential attendees why they 

should attend (Hoyle, 2002). Marketers must use convincing content that 

makes the readers want to find out more by attending the event. To do this, 

marketers must choose the correct target market for an event and promote the 

event accordingly (Hoyle, 2002). This makes choosing the correct medium 

essential. 

Event organizers must consider where and when consumers want to 

interact with a brand so that they may reach their target markets most 

effectively. Finding the correct medium to address the target markets needs 

and desires is the most important part of marketing. Using festivals and 

special events is a successful way of allowing a consumer to “meet” a brand, 
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product, or idea (Neff, 2007).  In the case of the 2008 Festival, coordinators 

are introducing festival attendees to the City of Roswell, local businesses, and 

the history of the 1947 crash. In addition to paid advertising, public relations 

can be used to reinforce the marketing created for an event, increase the 

distribution of the message, or establish credibility; this is especially true if the 

event is re-occurring (MPI, 2006).  

A successful event creates a mutually satisfying experience for both the 

organizers and the attendees. Special events do not just happen. It takes 

extensive time and management, including combined thinking and planned 

executions (Koh & Jackson, 2006). Establishing clear objectives and goals is 

an excellent way to ensure mutual satisfaction from both the organizers and 

the attendees. A successful event experience means that the organizers must 

meet their objectives and manage to “wow” attendees. To complete the circle, 

if organizers meet these two goals, they will be more likely to try to improve 

the event and, therefore, will attract and re-attract guests (Koh & Jackson, 

2006).   

Theoretical Framework 

The primary purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of 

promotions on influencing attendees’ decision to attend, and perception of, a 

public special event. The instrument was developed to capture attendees’ 

assessment of promotions and their rating of the public special event’s 

promotions and activities. The theoretical framework leading to the 
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development of this study, as was shown in Figure 1, is based upon the trust-

based consumer decision-making model in e-commerce developed by Kim, 

Ferrin, and Rao (2007) based upon the Technology Acceptance Model, 

Theory of Reasoned Action, and the Theory of Planned Behavior.   

According to this study trust is defined as an attendees’ subjective 

belief that promotions accurately portray a public special event and their trust 

in the factors influencing their attendance of the public special event. 

Research question two assessed the factors influencing attendees’ decision to 

attend a public special event. Risk is defined as an attendees’ belief about the 

potential inaccuracies in the media portrayal of a public special event. 

Research questions three and four assessed attendees’ risk in the belief in the 

veracity of the media sources describing the public special event.   

Benefit is defined as an attendees’ belief in the potential enjoyment of 

the event as stated in the promotional after an assessment of risk and trust of 

media sources. Research question one assessed attendees’ perception of 

benefit of the festival based upon their encounters with promotional items. 

Attendees’ perceptions of trust of promotions, lack of perceived risk, and 

assessment of benefit led to the attendance of the festival. Research 

Questions eight and nine assessed the attendees’ perceptions of the 

promotions. Research Questions five, six, and seven assessed attendees’ 

overall assessment of the event. 
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Research Objectives 

 There are four research objectives for this study: 

1. To determine whether perception was affected by prior encounters with 

promotional materials and the accurate portrayal of the event and its 

activities and entertainment; 

2. To establish which media source influenced attendees’ decision to 

attend the Festival; 

3. To determine which media source promoting the Festival was most 

frequently encountered by attendees; 

4. Demographic differences in relation to overall event satisfaction.  

Research Questions 

The following research questions were developed to test the research 

objectives.  
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1. Was there a significant difference in patrons’ perception of the Festival, 

based upon their encounters with promotional items?  

2. Was the Festival accurately represented in the promotional materials? 

3. Was the entertainment at the Festival accurately represented in the 

promotional materials? 

4. Were the activities at the Festival accurately represented in the 

promotional materials? 

5. Did attendees “like” the promotions they encountered? 

6. What was the respondents’ overall impression of the promotions? 

7. What factors influence attendees’ decision to attend the Festival? 

8. Which media sources were seen by attendees prior to attending the 

Festival? 

9. Which media source was seen most often by attendees prior to 

attending the Festival? 

10. Were there any demographic differences in relation to overall 

satisfaction? 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

This study supports the theory that advertising and promotions 

influence an individual’s decision to attend an event and also affect one’s 

perception of an event and its entertainment and activities.  

When marketers choose to use particular media sources to advertise 

and promote events, the accuracy of the promotional representations is 
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important to patrons who trust the advertisements. As is stated in the 

theoretical framework, patrons’ belief that promotions accurately portray a 

public special event, and their trust in the factors influencing their attendance 

of the public special event, affects how attendees perceive the promotions, 

which affects their assessment of the event. The most essential portion of this 

study is its investigation of whether the promotions done for the Festival were 

actually seen by attendees and whether those promotional items influenced 

attendees’ decision to attend. For this study, respondents reporting that they 

had encountered promotional materials prior to their visit rated their overall 

satisfaction with the Festival higher than those who did not come across 

promotions prior to their visit. Therefore, promotions affect attendees’ 

perceptions of an event.  

It is essential for marketers to know which media sources were seen 

and which media sources were seen most often so that organizers may 

continue to utilize these media when organizing this annual event. In this case, 

the Internet proved to be a worthwhile medium with approximately 23% of 

respondents reporting an encounter with Internet advertising or promotions. 

Following close behind were television and print advertising. This study also 

proposes that the greatest influence on attendees’ decision to attend an event 

is family and friends, or WOM, as the mean for this category is rated higher 

than all other potential influences. As the literature review suggests, the 

Internet and social networking are fast-growing, reliable forms of advertising 
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and promotions and marketers should utilize both to the best of their ability. 

The number of Baby Boomers that attended the Festival may have influenced 

the low scoring of the Festival’s MySpace because this marketing tactic is 

geared toward the Baby Bust II and Echo Boomer cohorts.  

The UFO Festival’s coordinators used a variety of national, regional, 

and local advertising and promotional media. Online, print, television, radio, 

outdoor, and WOM efforts were pursued. When asked whether or not they 

“liked” the promotional items they encountered, survey respondents answered 

with a mean score of 4.10. Therefore, this media mix has proved to be a 

worthwhile venture for the Festival, and other event marketers may want to 

utilize similar tactics.  

Using ANOVA testing, the study shows that there is no difference in 

gender, age, education, or area of residence in relation to overall event 

satisfaction. Therefore, one cannot assume that demographic differences 

affect overall event satisfaction. It is interesting to note that the UFO crash 

happened before most of the attendees were born, but today it is truly a multi-

generational festival hosting all cohorts. It may be prudent to survey the UFO 

Festival again in 10 years to see if the number of attendees in the Baby 

Boomer cohort has reduced and the number of Baby Bust II and Echo 

Boomers has grown.  

Future research efforts may include testing at two events, one that uses 

marketing, advertising, and promotions across all potential media, and one 
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that uses limited or no marketing, advertising, and promotions. This would 

provide a true study as to whether promotions drive attendance. Also, 

including an open-ended question that asks why respondents chose to attend 

the event may give organizers a clearer picture of what truly influences 

attendance.  

Summary 

 Promotions influence the decision to attend an event and attendees’ 

perception of an event. Patrons ‘like” promotions that appear online, and rely 

heavily on WOM marketing techniques. Television and print media are still an 

effective ad buy. Additionally, demographic differences do not have an effect 

on event perception.   
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APPENDIX A   

NEWS RELEASE 

 
 

Roswell to Host Governor’s Conference on Tourism – April 16-18 
Registration, Trade Show Space and Sponsorships Still Available for Annual 

Conference Being Held at Roswell Convention and Visitors Center 
  
Contact: Renee Roach, City of Roswell Marketing Director, 575-637-6293, 
roswellpr@cableone.net 
                        Alexis Kerschner, Rick Johnson & Company, 505-266-7220, 
akerschner@rjc.com 
  
For Immediate Release 
  

Roswell, NM – This year, the annual Tourism Association of New 
Mexico (TANM) Governor’s Conference on Tourism will be held in Roswell, 
NM. The conference will take place from April 16-18 and this conference 
marks the first time it has been hosted by a southeastern New Mexico 
community and the first time it will be held in the spring. 

 
The goal of the conference is to educate, motivate and inform the 

tourism professionals of New Mexico which compliments the theme of this 
year’s conference, “Passport to our World and Beyond”.   The conference will 
focus not only on the tourism opportunities in the state of New Mexico, but 
international marketing strategies along with an emphasis on how New Mexico 
tourism can address the global climate change.  

 
The conference will also feature sessions such as “Travelers to 

America” and “New Mexico in the World Market,” which discusses international 
travel trends.  Going green, space tourism, the impacts of climate change on 
the skiing industry and alternative energy sources will also be presented, as 
well as a silent auction that will take place throughout the conference. 

 
In addition, the Tourism Association of New Mexico has created a 

statewide marketing awards program called the Tourism Industry Association 
Recognition Awards (TIARA) to recognize excellence and creative 
accomplishments and to entice imaginative and innovative marketing 
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promotion programs. Winners of this year’s Tiara Awards will be revealed 
during a conference luncheon on Thursday, April 17.  The City of Roswell has 
been announced as a finalist for two of the awards for the 2007 UFO Festival 
in the categories of “Most Successful Sponsorship Solicitation” and “Most 
Successful Public Relations Efforts”.   

 
Different levels of sponsorship opportunities and trade show space for 

the conference are still available.  For more information, registration and a 
conference brochure visit the TANM website at www.tanm.org. 

 
 
 
From UFO’s to culture, Roswell, New Mexico has something for 

everyone.  Visitors can indulge in Southwestern cuisine, art and 
entertainment.  With numerous parks and beautiful weather year round, 
Roswell offers small-town charm with an endless variety of activities for all 
ages.  For more information call the Roswell Chamber of Commerce at (505) 
623-5695 or visit online at www.roswellmysteries.com. 

  
###  
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APPENDIX B 

RADIO ADVERTISING 

 

  
 
 
 
† Report Summary:            
Total Hits:17 
 
 

1) Market: Albuquerque-Santa Fe. NM [AQ] [45] HUT: 653,680 DMA%: 
0.59 
Date:  01/02/2008  Time:  12:00pm  Aired On:  KRQE  Affiliate: CBS Show: 
KRQE News 13 at Noon  
    

 12:13:41.80 The suits say passengers were deprived of medication and 
suffered hunger, thirst, anxiety, physical illness and emotional distress. 
American hasnt commented on the suit. Some new mexico residents didnt like 
its ufo theme, but the states float in yesterdays tournament of roses parade 
came out a big winner The 55 foot long "passport to our world and beyond" 
won the grand marshal trophy of excellence in creative concept and design. 
The theme stems from the story of a supposed ufo crash in the desert near 
roswell more than 60 years ago in july, 1947. Not everyone got to see the 
float because severalnew year by spending a little quality time with your pet. 
And after weather, a dog and some human companions find themselves in a 
watery wicket   
 

2) Market: Albuquerque-Santa Fe. NM [AQ] [45] HUT: 653,680 DMA%: 
0.59 
Date:  01/02/2008  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  KOAT  Affiliate: ABC Show: 
Action 7 News Live This Morning  
    

 06:04:47.32 His funeral happens tomorrow morning. It caused big controversy 
here in new mexico But now, the states tournament of roses parade float is 
taking home awards. It won the grand marshals trophy for excellence in 

search report 
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creative concept and design yesterday. The 55-foot-long float, called "passport 
to our world," was inspired by the alleged u-f-o crash near roswell in many 
new mexicans complained the alien theme ignored more attractive parts of the 
state, like its natural wonders. Cjo the new year brought dozens of new babies 
to hospitals around new mexico. Here in albuquerque, the first newborn of 
2008 came at lovelace womens hospital   
 

3) Market: Albuquerque-Santa Fe. NM [AQ] [45] HUT: 653,680 DMA%: 
0.59 
Date:  01/02/2008  Time:  5:00am  Aired On:  KOB  Affiliate: NBC Show: 
Eyewitness News Today  
    

 05:05:14.86 A funeral mass will be thursday at ten. Altamirano was the 
longest serving member of the new mexico legislature. New mexicos 55 foot 
long alien themed float caught the attention of the rose parade judges. Its 
bringing home the grand marshalls trophy for its design and creativity. The 
float is called "passport to our world and beyond" plays off the 19-47 roswell 
incident . With 3 green aliens riding in an open- air u-f-o. We check weather 
and traffic every ten minutes on eyewitness news 4 today   
 05:35:28.03 New mexicos 55 foot long alien themed float caught the attention 
of the rose parade judges. Its bringing home the grand marshalls trophy for its 
design and creativity. The float is called "passport to our world and beyond" 
plays off the 19-47 roswell incident . With 3 green aliens riding in an open- air 
u-f-o. Just how economically competitive is new mexico as a state?  
 05:52:33.10 The bus brings people to downtown albuquerque. The tickets are 
three dollars one way. People in roswell and farmington will not be flying to 
albuquerque anytime soon. As of yesterday mesa airlines has scrapped its 
service between albuquerque and roswell and albuquerque and farmington. 
Mesa had been flying out of roswell for more than 20 years - but the airline 
lost millions of dollars in 2007. Both farmington and roswell are looking for a 
new airline to take over the albuquerque route. A slow time for car dealers 
could be a big break for you. Still to come   
 

4) Market: Albuquerque-Santa Fe. NM [AQ] [45] HUT: 653,680 DMA%: 
0.59 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  10:00pm  Aired On:  KOAT  Affiliate: ABC Show: 
Action 7 News Live at 10  
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 22:23:40.56 Coming up, well tell you why the controversial float had parade 
officials all fired up. In 412 days all television stations will start broadcasting in 
digital. To learn what that means for you, just head to koat dot com and look 
under as seen on seven and click on the digital t-v transition link to get your 
digital answers   
 22:24:29.98 She was a pediatric nurse, and she has three small children of 
her own. That means she understands what r7 w? W7yvfx years tournament 
of roses parade. The alien themed float won the grand marshals trophy for 
excellence in creative concept and design. The states 55 foot long float is 
called "passport to our world". It was inspired by the alleged u-f-o crash near 
roswell in some new mexicans thought the float should have featured the 
states natural beauty, not aliens. But it seams the parades judges dont agree. 
Every new years day, an albuquerque sports club does its part to give to 
charity, but they dont just write a check! Cannonball!!!!  
 

5) Market: Albuquerque-Santa Fe. NM [AQ] [45] HUT: 653,680 DMA%: 
0.59 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  10:00pm  Aired On:  KOB  Affiliate: NBC Show: 
Eyewitness News at 10  
    

 22:06:37.70 Alta-mee rano was the longest serving member of the new 
mexico legislature. Despite criticism that the states alien themed float wasnt a 
reflection of new mexico It was a big hit with the rose parade judges. Its 
bringing home the grand marshalls trophy for its design and creativity. The 55-
foot long float called "passport to our world and beyond" plays off the 19-47 
roswell incident . With 3 green aliens riding in an open-air u-f-o. Its shaping up 
to be another cold night across new mexico. Meteorologist shar spalding is in 
the pinpoint four storm center with a look   
 

6) Market: Albuquerque-Santa Fe. NM [AQ] [45] HUT: 653,680 DMA%: 
0.59 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  10:00pm  Aired On:  KRQE  Affiliate: CBS Show: 
KRQE News 13 at 10  
    

 22:09:25.84 That included one ton of confetti, plastic cups, streamers and 
trash left behind by the estimated one-million revelers. New mexico also 
cleaned up today in california. The states tournament of roses float won the 
parades grand marshals trophy for excellence in creative concept and design. 
The 55-foot long float, called "passport to our world and beyond," had come 
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under some criticism here at home for its ufo theme. But apparently, the 
judges liked when it comes to ufos, senator john mccain says hes a believer. 
When a young person posed the question at a campaign stop in new 
hampshire yesterday, mccain said the proof is in roswell: "im a believer. 
Because i went to roswell, new mexico and i campaigned for the president 
there and i went to the ufo museum and i dont think theres any doubt that 
those ufos, those aliens, landed there." Mccain clarified that he hasnt actually 
seen a ufo himself. Whoa, baby   
 

7) Market: Albuquerque-Santa Fe. NM [AQ] [45] HUT: 653,680 DMA%: 
0.59 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  6:00pm  Aired On:  KOB  Affiliate: NBC Show: 
Eyewintess News at 6  
    

 18:05:19.96 The citys two shelters took in more than 27- thousand animals 
55-percent of them were adopted or re- claimed by their owners. Many of the 
animals are euthanized to control the spread of disease in the shelters Or 
because the animals are injured or have behavioral problems. Despite the 
criticism new mexicos alien- themed float wins the grand marshals trophy at 
todays tournament of roses parade. The 55-foot long float called "passport to 
our world and beyond" plays off the 19-47 roswell incident . With its 3 green 
aliens riding in an open-air u-f-o. Today it took home the award for excellence 
in creative concept and design. People have criticized the 200- thousand 
dollar float   
 18:16:05.37 Steve handelsman nbc news huckabee and obama lead in the 
register poll because it gave a lot of weight to first time caucus-goers. If in fact 
a lot of them dont show up thursday night, the poll is sure to be wrong. People 
in roswell and farmington now have one less way to get to and from 
albuquerque. As of today mesa airlines has scrapped its service between 
albuquerque and roswell and albuquerque and farmington. Mesa had been 
flying out of roswell for more than 20 years. Mesa has lost millions of dollars 
this year. Both farmington and roswell are looking for a new airline to take 
over the albuquerque route. Albuquerque- based eclipse aviation says it has 
reached a milestone rolling its one- hundredth jet off the assembly line. The 
maker of the very light jet called the eclipse 500 said today it has produced 
and certified 104 of the airplanes in the past year  
 

8) Market: Albuquerque-Santa Fe. NM [AQ] [45] HUT: 653,680 DMA%: 
0.59 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  5:30pm  Aired On:  KRQE  Affiliate: CBS Show: 
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KRQE News 13 at 5:30  
    

 17:41:33.33 Another 20 year old student who attends u-c-l-a is being treated 
at saint vincent hospital in santa he too underwent surgery for blood clots in 
his brain but is doing much better. Santa fe police have not made any arrests 
in the attacks. It seems like peope either loved it or hated but apparently the 
judges at the tournament of roses parade were some of the peope who loved 
new mexicos float. Its called "passport to our world and beyond" has been 
awared the parades grand marshals trophy for excellence in creative concept 
and design. The float featured space aliens in a u-f-o, along with rocket and 
planets. The theme obviously represents the alleged ufo crash in roswell back 
in speaking of u-f- os, at least one presidential candidate says hes a believer. 
A young person asked senator john mccain about ufos during a campaign stop 
in new hampshire yesterday. Senator mccain said hes seen the evidence in 
roswell. "Im a believer. Because i went to roswell, new mexico and i 
campaigned for the president there and i went to the ufo museum and i dont 
think theres any doubt that those ufos those aliens landed there." Mccain 
clarified that he hasnt actually seen ufos, but he does think the u.S. Should 
explore mars, calling it "the last frontier." Shes less than a day old but this little 
girl is already making a name for herself   
 

9) Market: Davenport. IA-Rock Island-Moline. IL [RI] [96] HUT: 308,380 
DMA%: 0.28 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  5:00pm  Aired On:  WHBF  Affiliate: CBS Show: 
Channel 4 Eyewitness News at 5  
    

 17:12:57.48 And would you lose weight if your company paid you to do it? 
Well have more c-b-s four news - right after this. Tam the 119th annual 
"tournament of roses parade" got off on time under sunny skies on the streets 
of pasadena, california. Tens of thousands of happy spectators enjoyed balmy 
temperatures and good times. Pasadena, ca the parade is one of the biggest 
new years day celebrations in the country. The theme for this years parade is 
"passport to the worlds celebrations. And each float has its own theme from 
the environment and water usage to aliens and roswell. The city estimates 
more than one-million people visit pasadena during the parade and rose bowl 
game festivities. New york, ny more than a million people packed "times 
square" in new york city last night to watch the ball drop. Now that biggest new 
years "eve" party in the world is over - the after-party cleanup is underway   
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10) Market: South Bend-Elkhart. IN [SE] [88] HUT: 333,190 DMA%: 0.30 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WSJV  Affiliate: FOX Show: 
Wake Up!  
    

 06:17:39.51 Well give you a sneak peek at the floats for the rose parade. Did 
you watch the ball drop in times square? Millions of people all over the world 
celebrated, but did in different ways   
 06:20:46.42 "Dominguez says: "im looking forward to a warm shower and a 
nice comfortable bed." Dominguez says: "yeah, a lot of my friends ask me why 
it is that i do the floats, why do something like that, its al volunteer, you dont 
get paid, and its about the pride, the feeling you accomplished something." 
From the environment and water usage to aliens and roswell, each float has a 
theme. Here is a look at a global new years party as we said goodbye to two- 
thousand-seven and welcome in oh-eight. Foxs chris foster takes a look at 
celebrations around the world  
 

11) Market: El Paso. TX [EP] [99] HUT: 290,540 DMA%: 0.26 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  KFOX  Affiliate: FOX Show: 
KFOX Morning News  
    

 06:43:57.85 Celebrations are far from over on this new years day.Coming up 
well show you how people are getting ready for the granddaddy of all 
parades.And new mexico has reason to celebrate when it comes to keeping 
tobacco products out of the hands of young people. Thats next on the kfox 
morning news. The coalition of public health organizations praises new mexico 
for its action against teen smoking.The coalition completed a study which 
ranks new mexico 15th in the nation in protecting kids from smoking.The state 
spent nine- point-six million dollars on tobacco prevention programs. The 
centers for disease control recommends a minimum of thirteen point seven 
million dollars on prevention   
 06:55:36.66 The tradition started in 1906 and they skipped a couple of drops 
during world war ii. Was much the same at the most magical place on 
earth.Youre watching the new years celebration at walt disney world in 
florida.The "fantasy in the sky" show was held near cinderellas castle at magic 
kingdom. This morning, hundreds of thousands of spectators are lined up to 
see this years rose parade in pasadena, california. Yesterday was judgment 
day for those who spent months making the parades floats. The twenty four-
hours of flower placement is almost over and every float is ready to go. Most 
of the decorators pulled all-nighters, and to go more than two days without a 
shower certainly demands a lot of dedication. "Yeah, a lot of my friends ask 
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me why it is that i do the floats, why do something like that, its all volunteer, 
you dont get paid, and its about the pride, the feeling you accomplished 
something." From the environment and water usage to space aliens and 
roswell, each float has a theme. Most people love watching a fireworks 
display.But well explain why some lower valley residents could do without 
them.Thats coming up.The weather on this early part of new years day has 
been less than perfect.Details on how long we can expect these winds are still 
ahead.Police send a message and el paso hears it loud and clearthose details 
are next on the kfox morning news. I miss that guy with all my heart  
 

12) Market: Tampa-St. Petersburg [TS] [13] HUT: 1,710,400 DMA%: 1.55 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WFTS  Affiliate: ABC Show: 
ABC Action News at 6AM  
    

 06:44:34.76 Thats not all! We have some big parades across the country 
today. And two of the biggest include the mummers parade one of my 
favorites in philadelphia. You know that parade dates back to the 1700s. Lots 
of color in that parade   
 06:47:52.60 We will check this mornings top stories coming up. A new years 
day tradition is a few hours away. We will show you what to expect for the rose 
parade. Plus this. I am elizabeth denne live in clearwater  
 06:52:07.01 Police are trying to determine what caused the blast. Time now 
6:52. Thousands are already lined up along the streets of pasadena california 
this morning for the annual tournament of roses parade. Reporter rob mcmilan 
has a view of what you will see in just a few hours. Reporter: the stretch run is 
finally over  
 06:52:55.40 It is about the pride. It is the feeling that you accomplished 
something. Decorators put finishing touches on eight floats each with their own 
theme, from the environment and water usage to aliens from roswell. It is 
wonderful. Look at it  
 06:53:35.72 Only about 365 days until she gets to do it all over again. And 
that was rob mcmilan reporting. You can watch the tournament of roses 
parade starting this morning at 11:00. Right here on your abc action news 
station. Thats when you wish you had smella-vision  
 

13) Market: Tallahassee. FL- Thomasville. GA [TT] [108] HUT: 261,250 
DMA%: 0.23 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  6:00am  Aired On:  WCTV  Affiliate: CBS Show: 
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Good Morning Show  
    

 06:53:03.04 Can months of preparing for one of the biggest parades of the 
year satisfy spectators? But first, heres a look at the roads this morning . T-p-d 
will be monitoring intersections at virginia and dewey street, franklin boulevard 
and park avenue, and stadium drive and pensacola street   
 06:56:10.72 To make ineffective the answer to todays word for word is : b. To 
talk rapidly or babble overtaken by fright, the women jabbered and screamed 
in the night. Hundreds of thousands of spectators began lining up for the best 
spots to see this years rose parade in pasadena, california. It was alr those 
who spent months making the floats. The twenty four- hours of flower 
placement is almost over and every float is ready to go  
 06:56:40.27 Most of the decorators pulled all-nighters And to go more than 
two days without a shower certainly demands a lot of dedication. From the 
environment and water usage to aliens and roswell, each float has a theme. 
The parade starts at 11 this morning. Still to come on the good morning show, 
rob is going to let us know what to expect for our new years day weather  
 

14) Market: Charlotte. NC [CE] [26] HUT: 1,020,130 DMA%: 0.92 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  5:30am  Aired On:  WCCB  Affiliate: FOX Show: 
Fox News Rising 5:30  
    

 05:32:30.03 Well have those posted coming up a little later on this morning on 
the wenn site. Webb site. Hundreds of thousands of spectators lined up for the 
best spots to see this years rose parade in pasadena, california. The final 
touches are going on each of the floats. Volunteers spent months working on 
the flower placement on the floats   
 05:33:06.61 Its about the pride. Its the feeming that feeling that you 
accomplished something. Now from the environment to aliens and roswell, 
each float has a theme. It was the fire department versus the police 
department. The bobcats wrapped up the pacers game early for the holiday  
 

15) Market: El Paso. TX [EP] [99] HUT: 290,540 DMA%: 0.26 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  5:00am  Aired On:  KFOX  Affiliate: FOX Show: 
KFOX Morning News  
    

 05:44:07.53 Celebrations are far from over on this new years day.Coming up 
well show you how people are getting ready for the granddaddy of all 
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parades.And new mexico has reason to celebrate when it comes to keeping 
tobacco products out of the hands of young people. Thats next on the kfox 
morning news. The coalition of public health organizations praises new mexico 
for its action against teen smoking.The coalition completed a study which 
ranks new mexico 15th in the nation in protecting kids from smoking.The state 
spent nine- point-six million dollars on tobacco prevention programs. The 
centers for disease control recommends a minimum of thirteen point seven 
million dollars on prevention   
 05:55:43.38 The tradition started in 1906 and they skipped a couple of drops 
during world war ii. The scene was much the same at the most magical place 
on earth.Youre watching the new years celebration at walt disney world in 
florida.The "fantasy in the sky" show was held near cinderellas castle at magic 
kingdom. This morning, hundreds of thousands of spectators are lined up to 
see this years rose parade in pasadena, california. Yesterday was judgment 
day for those who spent months making the parades floats. The twenty four-
hours of flower placement is almost over and every float is ready to go. Most 
of the decorators pulled all-nighters, and to go more than two days without a 
shower certainly demands a lot of dedication. "Yeah, a lot of my friends ask 
me why it is that i do the floats, why do something like that, its all volunteer, 
you dont get paid, and its about the pride, the feeling you accomplished 
something." From the environment and water usage to space aliens and 
roswell, each float has a theme. Most people love watching a fireworks 
display.But well explain why some lower valley residents could do without 
them.Thats coming up.The weather on this early part of new years day has 
been less than perfect.Details on how long we can expect these winds are still 
ahead.Police send a message and el paso hears it loud and clear im miri 
marshall thats next on the kfox morning news  
 

16) Market: Tampa-St. Petersburg [TS] [13] HUT: 1,710,400 DMA%: 1.55 
Date:  01/01/2008  Time:  5:00am  Aired On:  WFTS  Affiliate: ABC Show: 
ABC Action News at 5AM  
    

 05:34:22.96 College football fans are whiped into a frenzy this new years day 
for two big bowl games in central florida. First the outback bowl right here in 
tampa. [ Screaming fans ] tennessee and wisconsin fans gathered in ybor last 
night for the outback bowl parade. This featured floats beads, minicamping 
bands from both schools. The bulls and badgers meet this morning   
 05:54:24.13 That is pretty depress pressing. Folks in california will celebrate 
2008 today with an annual new years speck tackcle. The tournament of roses 
parade. Reporter rob mcmilan has a preview. Reporter: the stretch run is 
finally over  
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 05:55:11.20 It is the feeling that you accomplished something. Reporter: 
decorators put the finishing touches on eight floats here, each with their own 
theme. From the environment to water juicage to aliens from roswell. Kathy 
maddox comes all the way from missouri every year to decorate floats. This 
year she was counting the days  
 05:55:49.37 Only about 365 days until she gets to do it all over again. And 
that was rob mcmilan reporting. You can watch the tournament of roses 
parade this morning at 11:00, right here on your backs abc action news 
station. It is 5:56 now. Abc action news at 6:00 is straight ahead  
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APPENDIX D 

NEWS RELEASE 

 

Rendering of ‘Passport to Our World & Beyond,’ courtesy Fiesta Parade Floats 

The City of Roswell to Sponsor New Mexico’s ‘Passport to Our World & 

Beyond’ 2008 Tournament of Roses® Parade Float 

For Immediate Release  

Media Contact: Renee Roach, City of Roswell, 505-637-6293, 

roswellpr@cableone.net 

 Alexis Kerschner, RJC, 505-266-7220, akerschner@rjc.com  

Roswell, NM – The City of Roswell, New Mexico is now a proud sponsor 

of the State of New Mexico’s entry 

into the 2008 Tournament of Roses® Parade. 

This year’s alien and space-themed entry is a perfect fit for the City of Roswell, 

the location of the famed 1947 UFO incident. The 18-foot x 55-foot x 26-foot 

high float was designed by Raul Rodriguez and is being built by Fiesta Parade 

Floats of Pasadena, CA under contract with the New Mexico Tourism 

Department. Fiesta Parade Floats is leading the float industry in setting the 

standards for design excellence, construction and floral design. Fiesta-
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designed floats have won the Sweepstakes Award the past 14 years in a row, 

and have a prize-winning rate of 65 percent for the last 19 years, the highest 

rate in the Rose Parade.  

 

“The City of Roswell is thrilled to be a sponsor of such a high profile 

event,” said Roswell Mayor Sam LaGrone. “We look forward to showcasing 

the City of Roswell to parade and game attendees who may be looking for an 

out-of-this world experience.” As part of its sponsorship, the City of Roswell 

with be featured in a New Mexico Department of Tourism insert in the L.A. 

Times and will also be able to promote Roswell at the Tournament of Roses® 

Parade and at parade-associated events. The City also will promote its annual 

Amazing Roswell UFO Festival, which will be held from July 4-6, 2008.  

The space creatures on the float, created in crushed split peas, fly 

through clouds of crisp white coconut as they maneuver around colorful 

planets of hot pink, orange, and purple roses and carnations. The spacecraft 

of shimmering silverleaf protea has accents of gray poppy seeds and white 

coconut flakes. The space port, decorated in yellow strawflower and button 

mums, soars to a height of 24 feet over gardens of 50,000 green roses 

including Jade, Limbo and Super Green. The space craft rocks from side to 

side as blasts of carbon dioxide emit from the rear of the craft. The three 

“visitors” move their heads. Flashing strobe lights surround the space port, 
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which supports a rotating radar antenna. Whimsical music and sound system 

adds to the fun.  

Besides Roswell, New Mexico is also home of the Lodestar Astronomy 

Center in Albuquerque, the New Mexico Museum of Space History in 

Alamogordo, the new Anderson-Abruzzo Albuquerque International Balloon  

Museum in Albuquerque, and the X-Prize Cup, the premiere space effort of 

the 21st Century that is launching the personal spaceflight revolution and 

energizing the state’s economy through tourism, global public interest and 

space commercialization. The last time the state sponsored a float, the 

national and international exposure offered New Mexico through television 

coverage of the Tournament of Roses® Parade was valued at more than $1 

million, according to industry experts. Nearly 40 million Americans in 16.5 

million households tuned in to watch the 2006 Rose Parade on nine national 

and international television networks, including NBC, ABC, HGTV and the 

Travel Channel. The Parade was also broadcast live in 150 countries and 

territories.  

For more information on the City of Roswell, New Mexico go to 

www.roswellmysteries.com.  
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